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RAAAF
Rietveld Architecture – Art - AFfordances

RAAAF operates on the edge of Architecture, Art and Philosophy
The multi-disciplinary and experimental studio was founded in 2006.
In the same year they received the « Prix de Rome ». In 2017, the office 
won tehe European Prize of Architecture (Philippe Rothier).

www.raaaf.nl
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BUNKER 599 – CULEMBORG: From municipal momument to national monument

DIVERSITY, VACANCY AND AFFORDANCES – VACANCY STUDIES.NL
Diversity of Vacancy & Hardcore Heritage - RAAAF & Atelier de Lyon (Erick)



DELTAWERK// MARKNESSE:  from underground test flume to monument

DIVERSITY, VACANCY AND AFFORDANCES – VACANCY STUDIES.NL
Diversity of Vacancy & Hardcore Heritage - RAAAF & Atelier de Lyon (Erick)

Hardcore Heritage 
represents a new 
way of thinking 
about monuments 
and cultural 
heritage.

Through deliberate 
destruction, radical 
changes in context, 
and seemingly 
contradictory 
additions, 

a new field of 
tension arises 
between present, 
past and future.

FROM DUG OUT VOID TO 
EXPOSED SPATIAL SOLID  



AFTER IMAGE  - SUIKERUNIE GRONINGEN

DIVERSITY, VACANCY AND AFFORDANCES – VACANCY STUDIES.NL
Diversity of Vacancy & Hardcore Heritage – Culture of demolition
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AFTER IMAGE  - SUIKERUNIE GRONINGEN

DIVERSITY, VACANCY AND AFFORDANCES – VACANCY STUDIES.NL
Diversity of Vacancy & Hardcore Heritage – From industrial plant to footprint



AFTER IMAGE  - SUIKERUNIE GRONINGEN

DIVERSITY, VACANCY AND AFFORDANCES – VACANCY STUDIES.NL
Diversity of Vacancy & Hardcore Heritage – Materializing the invisible



AFTER IMAGE  - SUIKERUNIE GRONINGEN

DIVERSITY, VACANCY AND AFFORDANCES – VACANCY STUDIES.NL
Diversity of Vacancy & Hardcore Heritage – From floor to cathedral of pillars



AFTER IMAGE  - SUIKERUNIE GRONINGEN

DIVERSITY, VACANCY AND AFFORDANCES – VACANCY STUDIES.NL
Diversity of Vacancy & Hardcore Heritage – from footprint to roofscape



AFTER IMAGE  - SUIKERUNIE GRONINGEN

DIVERSITY, VACANCY AND AFFORDANCES – VACANCY STUDIES.NL
Diversity of Vacancy & Hardcore Heritage – affordances at the “wolkenfabriek”



The arCsus Lab’s aim:
To approach and explore the relationship between Architecture and Sustainability from 

the perspective of Culture and Society. 

It evolves as an interdisciplinary lab to maximize synergy intertwining ‘theoretical’ 
and ‘designed based’ research modi. 

The outspoken intercultural arCsus research comprises two coherent but synergetic 
themes: 

1. ‘Enabling Disability Studies’ & Designing for Multi-
Sensoriality’

2. ‘Architectural Anthropology’ & Designing for Spatio-
Cultural Sustainability’ (MAIG14)

MAIG14 – 1st MASTER – SEM.1 – arCsus Lab DESIGN STUDIO – 2019-2020
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RESEARCH THEME 1:
Enabling Disability Studies & 
Designing for Multi-Sensoriality

In the design of all products, environments and information systems It requires 
sensitivity to, and knowledge about people of all ages and abilities. Sometimes 
referred to as “Trans-Generation Design”,  Universal Design or Inclusive 
Design encompasses and goes beyond the accessible, adaptable and barrier-
free design concepts of the past. 

It helps eliminate the ‘need for special features and spaces, which for some 
people, are often stigmatizing, embarrassing, different looking and usually more 
expensive’. (Ronald Mace – Universal Design definition Centre for Universal Design – US)

“Wherever architecture is approached as a people-centered design paradigm, it 
traditionally resorts under the umbrella of ‘Social Sustainability’. A more 
intercultural approach to the UD-concept, however,  opens up to ‘Designing for 
Multi-Sensoriality’ and ‘Haptic’ experiences of built space. The role and 
meaning of culture as key dimension of sustainable development is commonly 
referred to as ‘Cultural Sustainability’, the fourth pillar the sustainability concept 
(social – economic – environment).

“Universal design is a people centered design concept that recognizes, 
respects, values and attempts to accommodate the broadest possible spectrum 
of human ability. The exploration of a people-centered design paradigm seems  
the only way to change the mindset of designers from an Art- Technology 
geared approach towards a more empathic and inclusive design attitude”(MD).

MAIG14 – 1st MASTER – SEM.1 – arCsus Lab DESIGN STUDIO – 2019-2020
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“One day, perhaps, there will be a sign of intelligent life on another world. 
Then, through an effect of so, the whole terrestrial space will become a single 
place. Being from earth will signify something. In the meantime, though, it is far 
from certain that threats to the environment are sufficient to produce the same 
effect. The community of human destinies is experienced in the anonymity of 
non-place, and in solitude” (Marc Augé – ‘Non-Places: Introduction to an anthropology of super 
modernity’ -1995).

Whenever the potential dimension of architecture as medium of (spatial) 
communication and mediation is at stake, architecture should be approached 
as a cultural practice and is widely referred to as ‘Architectural 
Anthropology’(MD). 

“Architectural Anthropology starts with the idea that every human society builds 
their habitat in a way which on the one hand reflects the ecosystem, 
technology, mode of production and ideas about life and after-life of that 
particular society, while on the other hand it articulates in its particular forms 
what is a universal phenomenon inherent in any human society” (Jan Pieper  - ‘Ritual 
Space in India: Studies in Architectural Anthropology – 1980).

RESEARCH THEME 2:
Architectural Anthropology & 

Designing for Spatio-Cultural 
Sustainability
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The research modus:

‘Designing for Spatio-Cultural Sustainability’, 
towards a ‘design anthropology’

Whenever the ‘potential’ dimension of architecture as medium of (spatial) 
communication and mediation is at stake, the role and meaning of culture as key 
dimension of sustainable development is commonly referred to as 

‘Cultural Sustainability’, 

the fourth pillar of the sustainability concept (social – economic – environmental), 
Architecture should be approached as a cultural praxis and is widely referred to as

‘Architectural Anthropology’. 

. 
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But above all, arCsus Lab aims at
triggering, challenging and inspiring young designers 

to develop their micro-scale design strategies, interventions and statements from 
different entry points, conceptual frameworks, perspectives and modes of 
communication, representation and media. 

As such, the designer will develop his/her personalized skills to 
approach architecture in the broadest sense of the word and scale of intervention as a 
‘cultural praxis’. 
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One or a combination of international renown theory and practice-based design 
strategies, initiated by the academic supervisor in close co-operation with RAAAF, may 
well appeal to and inspire the student to upscale his/her design 
strategies, tools and frames of reference in relation to architecture, 
approached as a cultural practice. 

They will facilitate the supervisor to understand what kind of designer you are, aims to 
be, and how you can develop your personal ‘design signature’, 
empowering you with more confidence to play your role as designers of the future: 

-DESIGNING FOR CULTURAL SUSTAINABILITY –arCsus
-ARCHITECTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY& CULTURE MATRIX DESIGN – arCsus

-DESIGNING FOR MULTI-SENSORIALITY & INCLUSION - arCsus
-DESIGNING FOR SEQUENTIAL TEMPORARINESS – RAAAF

-DIVERSITY OF VACANCY - RAAAF
-ARCHITECTURAL BEHAVIOROLOGY - BOW-WOW

-POETICS OF DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION (TEACHING INSIDE RUINS – WANG SHU)
-LIGHT, ARCHITECTURE AND ATMOSHERES – PETER ZUMTHOR

-LANDSCAPE URBANISM (clearance – grid – casco – montage) – MARCEL SMETS
-THE THREE URBANISMS AND THE PUBLIC REALM (POST-NEW-EVERYDAY) – D. KELBAUG

-DESIGNING FOR MULTIPLICITY AND ADAPTIVE URBANISM – STEFANO BOERI
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FROM MUSEUMIZATION TO SPATIO-CULTURAL 
CROSSOVER:

Towards spatial strategies that provide handles to rethink 
hopeful and seemingly hopeless vacancies from the 
perspective of Hardcore Heritage.

The task: 

Re-designing the former DUMOULIN Pipe and Brick Factory” at
Wijtschate-Belgium from the perspective of Hardcore Heritage (source: IPWW III Project RLICCC – KU Leuven).
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IPWW III PROJECT
RLICC – KU LEUVEN

Supervised by
Barbara Van der Wee

In close co-operation
with co-author

Arch. Laurens 
Vandewyngaerde
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The project context as trigger:

The proposed project site 
accommodating the former Pipe & Brick 
Factory, provides us with a unique spatio-
cultural context  and exemplary case to 
explore what RAAAF identifies in their 
book “VACANCIES STUDIES, 
experiments and strategic interventions in 
Architecture”.

The approach investigates the diversity  
and potential of ‘vacancy’ connected to 
the issue of ‘affordances’ or possibilities 
for action from an unprecedented multi-
stakeholder constellation and operational 
framework. 
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The site: 

We will work on, along and 
across the ‘edges’ (spatio-
cultural crossovers) of the 
Village of Wijtschate, with as 
epicenter the site that formally 
served as a Pipe & Brick 
Factory, locally referred to as 
the “DUMOULIN Factory, 
named after the owner.

The site is currently object of various planning strategies for re-
use, often prompted by mere  “place making” design strategies 
and rigid heritage policies leading to either the 
“museumization” as unintentional monument, or exposed to 
external forces (e.g. extension of the nearby slaughter house, 
coping with annual taxes for vacancy).
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IPWW III PROJECT
RLICC – KU LEUVEN 

(2018-2019)

Supervised by
Barbara Van der Wee

In close co-operation
with co-author

Arch. Laurens 
Vandewyngaerde
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The arCsus-RAAAF
Design modus: 

The proposed and primarily 
‘conventiona’l planning and 
design ideas and strategies 
totally disconnect from 
everything that our arCsus-
RAAAF modus stands for 
defined as “Hardcore 
Heritage” and “Diversity, 
Vacancy and Affordances”, or 
spatial strategies that may 
well provide handles to 
rethink hopeful and seemingly 
hopeless rural or citified 
vacancies from the ‘viewpoint 
and skills of the designer’. 

As such, within this studio, we will never start with a 
prefixed program that seeks a place and a form. 

On the contrary, the site of the former factory, within 
reach and limits of its various intertwining perimeters 
(relational, contextual, situational, design-based) seeks 
new narratives and affordances. 

No (architectural) design proposal (strategy & output) at 
the end of the design studio can emerge without a 
profound understanding of the place as an intersection 
of  typical features that made up the spatio-cultural 
identity, content and imagery of this tiny little but very 
complex built landscape and iconic fabric.
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Annex: Learning from your arCsus-RAAAF peers (MD program 2018-2019) 

FROM DROSSCAPE TO HARDCORE HERITAGE:

Based on his/her personal vision on architecture, triggers, references and skills that will surface during 
the first and second semester part of the design studio program (data mining, explorative fieldwork in 
situ, regular design studio sessions at the Ghent Campus, workshops at the RAAAF architecture Office 
in Amsterdam and the arCsus@home Lab at the M2M HOUSE in Lokeren), the students will partake in a 
synergetic and interdisciplinary framework for academic and practice based design research. 

CAMPUS Sint Lucas - Ghent RAAAF Office - Amsterdam  M2M HOUSE - Lokeren 

2 SITES – Amsterdam - NL  

SIX HAVEN 
SITE – Tarquinia - IT  

SITE – Budapest -HU  
JOZSESVAROS RAILWAY 

STATION BROWNFIELD  

MARINE BASE  SALINAS

2 ERASMUS MD TRACKS  

SITE LOCATIONS 2018-2019 

MAIG42 - MASTER DISSERTATION – arCsus-RAAAF DESIGN STUDIO – 2018-2019



DESIGNING FOR SPATIO-CULTURAL SUSTAINABILITY – ITALY - Tarquinia
“HARDCORE HERITAGE”: Towards spatial strategies that provide handles to rethink
both hopeful and hopeless vacancies (arCsus-RAAAF research by design topic)                                                                                                        

ERASMUS EXCHANGE MD PROJECT by Katarzyna MALINOWSKA
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TRADITIONAL SALINAS HERITAGE STRATEGIES CHALLENGED
Spatio-cultural rethinking the lost salt extraction industry of the Tarquinia Salt Works 

nature reserve in Italy from the perspective of hardcore heritage design honoring the 
impermanence of material culture

Work in progress by Katarzyna MALINOWSKA
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ERASMUS EXCHANGE MD PROJECT by Nausheen SAYED

DESIGNING FOR SPATIO-CULTURAL SUSTAINABILITY – HUNGARY - Budapest
“DROSSCAPES”: Towards spatial strategies that provide handles to rethink both
hopeful and hopeless vacancies (arCsus-RAAAF research by design topic)                                                                                                        



DESIGNING FOR SPATIO-CULTURAL SUSTAINABILITY – HUNGARY - Budapest
“DROSSCAPES”: Towards spatial strategies that provide handles to rethink both
hopeful and hopeless vacancies (arCsus-RAAAF research by design topic)                                                                                                        

ERASMUS EXCHANGE MD PROJECT by Nausheen SAYED



Existing situation 
model showing the 

layout plan of the 
brownfield in 

context

Model depicting
the conventional

‘place making’ 
urban design 

strategy as per the 
Budapest 2030 

Urban
Development Plan  

Conceptual model 
of the proposed

spatio-cultural 
crossover design 
strategy, bridging

the urban gap.

DESIGNING FOR SPATIO-CULTURAL SUSTAINABILITY – HUNGARY - Budapest
“DROSSCAPES”: Towards spatial strategies that provide handles to rethink both
hopeful and hopeless vacancies (arCsus-RAAAF research by design topic)                                                                                                        

ERASMUS EXCHANGE MD PROJECT by Nausheen SAYED



DROSSCAPING PRESENT DAY BROWNFIELD VACANCIES
Designing spatio-cultural crossovers servicing three distinct juxtaposed peri-urbanities in, 
along and across the former elongated Jozsefvaros Railway station site in Budapest

Work in progress by Nausheen SAYEDMASTER DISSERTATION – 2018-2019
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MAIG42 - MASTER DISSERTATION – arCsus-RAAAF DESIGN STUDIO – 2018-2019

SIXHAVEN  

FROM DROSSCAPE TO HARDCORE HERITAGE:
Towards spatial strategies that provide handles to rethink hopeful and 
seemingly hopeless citified vacancies in and around the Port of Amsterdam

MARINE BASE  
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FROM DROSSCAPE TO HARDCORE HERITAGE:
Towards spatial strategies that provide handles to rethink hopeful and 
seemingly hopeless citified vacancies at SIXHAVEN - AMSTERDAM
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FROM DROSSCAPE TO HARDCORE HERITAGE:
Towards spatial strategies that provide handles to rethink hopeful and 
seemingly hopeless citified vacancies on the MARINE BASE - AMSTERDAM
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MARINE BASE  

FROM DROSSCAPE TO HARDCORE HERITAGE:
Towards spatial strategies that provide handles to rethink hopeful and 
seemingly hopeless citified vacancies on the MARINE BASE - AMSTERDAM



REACHING OUT TO OLD AMSTERDAM: THE INHABITED PIER
Rethinking a typical port architecture typology as kaleidoscopic peri-urban void and 
commonplace of welcome and goodbye at Sixhaven from the perspective of designing for 
sequential temporariness

Work in progress by Eileen DE GENDT
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GRAFTING AMSTERDAM’s GREEN PORT ARBORETUM
Human-water-environment imageries for rethinking the Sixhaven marina as urban 
incubator from the perspective of greenification as climate change design strategy

Work in progress by Martin SIRAKOV
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BEHAVIOROLOGY & ATMOSPHERES 

ROOFTOP DECK 

GROUND DECK 

MIDDLE DECK 

QUAY

SUBWAY TO PORT 



FROM SIXHAVEN TO SAFE HAVEN: FLOOD RISK IMAGERIES
Designing strategic and multimodal flood resilient architectures for impending departures 
from Amsterdam’s flood plains in and around the Port of Sixhaven

Work in progress by Maxim LEFEBVRE
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Work in progress by Elimaria LERZA

ARCHITECTURAL DE-FENCING AMSTERDAM’s MARINE BASE
Spatio-cultural mediation of a pressurized borderline juxtaposing civic and military territories 
towards ambivalent thresholds from the perspective of interdependency and connectedness
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